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KIORI Perfume Giveaway! 
KIÖRI is a soft oriental scent that is perfect for fall (but something I’d probably wear year-round). It is a 
warm scent – a perfect blend of dark vanilla, patchouli and delicate blossoms. I love patchouli and other 
earthy scents, but I think they are best when mixed with something sweet to temper them. This is a super 
complex perfume. It changes as it mingles with your skin. You start to smell several notes as the scent 
settles in. 



KIORI perfume utilizes ingredients known for their aphrodisiac properties. And surprisingly my fiance 
and I BOTH like this scent. That’s very rare around this house! A single female friend of the owner told me 
that a friend of his was wearing KIÖRI out one night, and was approached by a man who asked her about 
her perfume. He said it was driving him crazy (in a good way) and now they’ve been together ever since. 
Where are my single ladies?  

KIÖRI perfume oil is a beautiful, handcrafted 
composition of pure perfume, resins and essential oils 
from the plant world. Instead of unhealthy additives, 
the company uses natural jojoba oil as a carrier oil to 
give you a preservative-free product. This can greatly 
reduce allergic reactions for those who are sensitive to 
commercial perfumes. 

KIÖRI is extremely concentrated and is longer lasting 
than many perfumes I wear. A little bit goes a long 

way. One swipe is all you need. 

About KIÖRI: 
The passion for perfumery began for Lisa, KIÖRI’s founder, while studying at 
the School of American Ballet in New York City. Backstage at Lincoln 
Center, she and other young dancers watched as prima ballerinas prepared 
their costumes, hair and makeup for performances and lightly anointed 
themselves with pleasant scents which were very much their own. Paired as it 
was with the artistry and intense rigor of classical ballet, this mesmerizing 
beauty ritual infused in Lisa an enduring love of scent from which 
KIÖRI blooms. 

Want to try it for yourself? Use code BUNNY to get 20% off. Visit 
www.mykiori.com. Valid until 10/27/14. 

Or you can try your luck in my giveaway below! I’m giving away a 1/4 ounce (large size) roller bottle. A 
$78 value. To enter, you must be 18 or older and a US resident. Wait for the Rafflecopter to load below. By 
entering, you agree to abide by the official rules. Good luck! 

	  


